ABSTRACT Sina Weibo has become an important data resource for opinion mining. However, this data resource is polluted with un-opinionated posts. Detecting posts containing opinions in Sina Weibo faces two challenges. One is the short text in Sina Weibo that leads to insufficient textual features. The other challenge is the absence of ground-truth data for training models. In this paper, we propose a weakly supervised framework named graph-based opinioned post detector (GOPD) to detect the opinioned posts in Sina Weibo. GOPD utilizes three types of user interactions, which include reposting, responding, and referring, to construct the opinioned similarity graph (OSG) that describes the opinioned similarity between posts. On the OSG, opinioned post detection is formulated as a classification problem. The pairwise Markov random field model and the loopy belief propagation algorithm are employed to solve the problem. GOPD is evaluated on the manually labeled real-world datasets. Results show that the GOPD efficiently detects opinioned posts and transfers cross topics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, numerous studies have shown an increasing interest in mining opinions from online social networks (OSNs). Most of the studies were based on an assumption that every piece of user-generated text expresses an opinion. However, the assumption is difficult to ensure in OSNs. For example, approximately one-third of the posts in Sina Weibo, 1 which is the most famous social network in China, are un-opinionated according to our manually labeled posts. Instead of expressing opinions, these posts are advertising, promoting religious beliefs, or pouring out extreme emotions to other users. These un-opinionated posts constrain the efficiency of opinion mining and waste computing resources.
In this paper, we focus on detecting the posts that contain opinion in Sina Weibo. The phrase opinioned post is used to represent the posts that satisfy the conditions below.
1) The opinioned post must have a certain sentiment tendency, which is either positive or negative.
2) The object of the sentiment in the post should be related to a predefined topic.
For example in the topic on whether the price of iPhone 7 is reasonable. The post ''It's cheaper than I expected'' is an opinioned post. By contrast, posts, such as ''The price of iPhone 7 is announced yesterday, click here to check the cheapest price,'' are without sentiment, and posts, such as ''Only the great Jobs could create such a business empire,'' are outside of the predefined topic.
Detecting opinioned posts in Sina Weibo faces two challenges. The short text of posts poses the first challenge because of two reasons. First, Sina Weibo limits the length of posts to 140 Chinese characters. The short text sometimes results in an incomplete sentence structure and missing context of words [1] . Second, some user-generated texts are excessively ambiguous. Many people use metaphors, metonymies, and slang in their posts. A few people even make mistakes in spelling or grammar. Thus, the textual features extracted from the posts are insufficient to support the detection of opinioned posts.
The other challenge is insufficient training data. To the best of our knowledge, no ground-truth dataset for opinioned post detection exists. We label the posts manually. However, the manually labeled data is limited and only covers a few topics. Supervised methods are difficult to adopted among different topics.
In this paper, we adopt two strategies in a unified framework to manage the challenges. The first one is the utilization of user interactions to compensate for the shortage of textual features. User interactions mean that users repost, respond, or refer to posts of other users to learn and share ideas. We have observed that opinioned/non-opinioned posts tend to communicate with opinioned/non-opinioned posts through user interactions. Based on this observation, the opinioned similarity graph (OSG) is built to represent the opinioned similarity among posts.
The second strategy is a weakly supervised framework called graph-based post detector (GOPD) to identify opinioned posts with a few training data. GOPD extracts user interactions from unlabeled posts to construct an OSG and formulates the opinioned post detection problem as a graph-based classification task. Pairwise Markov random field (pMRF) is utilized to build a classification model. The loopy belief propagation (LBP) algorithm, which does not require training data, is employed to infer the labels of posts.
We evaluate the performance and transferable property of GOPD on real-world datasets. The results show that GOPD performs as well as the supervised method and barely uses labeled posts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is introduced in Section II. In Section III, user interactions are analyzed and the OSG is constructed. After describing the details of GOPD in Section IV, the evaluation results of GOPD are reported in Section V. Section VI concludes this paper with future work.
II. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work on opinioned post detection exists. Our work is mainly related to three kinds of spam detections, namely, email, web, and opinion spam detections.
A. EMAIL SPAM DETECTION
Email spam detection aims at identifying emails containing unsolicited advertisements or suspicious links, which can be solved by numerous strategies [2] . Contentbased methods use textual features to detect email spam. Androutsopoulos et al. [3] extracted the bag-of-words feature from emails and then trained a naïve Bayesian classifier. Medlock [4] utilized a smoothed higher-order N-gram model to relax the conditional independence assumption of the naïve Bayesian classifier. Metadata-based methods utilize the metadata that describe the attributes of an email. Leiba et al. [5] presented a filtering method based on the analysis of the paths used to transmit known spam and good mails between mail servers. The algorithm proposed by Boykin and Roychowdhury [6] analyzes email headers to build a social relation graph of the user, and then uses this graph for classifying new emails. Blanzieri and Bryl [7] presented an SVM-based detecting algorithm by using the location of email spam. Behavior-based methods mainly extract behavior patterns of spammers. Yeh et al. [8] proposed the features that specify whether or not data spoofing, time anomaly, or relay anomaly appear in the mail header to detect email spam. Collaborative methods share experiences on spam between P2P users, such as suspicious IP addresses and confirmed spammers. Damiani et al. [9] proposed a structured P2P spam filtering system between mail servers to collaboratively share suspicious information.
Advertisements and suspicious links in Sina Weibo are treated as non-opinioned posts. However, these are only a kind and a small fraction of non-opinioned posts.
B. WEB SPAM DETECTION
Web spam uses fake feedbacks, such as malicious untruthful words or hot hyper-links in the target pages, to deceive search engines. The existing studies are based on three kinds of features: textual content, web link, and user behavior log [10] . Fetterly et al. [11] statistically analyzed the anomalous words and phrases of spam pages to identify them because spam pages are usually generated automatically using phrase stitching techniques. Urvoy et al. [12] introduced features based on the HTML page structure to detect script-generated spam pages. Ngyi et al. [13] used the link structure of the seed web, which is a legitimate web evaluated by an expert, to discover web spam. Becchetti et al. [14] studied several link-based metrics, such as degree correlations, number of neighbors, PageRank and TrustRank [13] , to build web spam classifiers. User behavior logs include browsing behaviors, query popularity and HTTP sessions. Liu et al. [15] built a user browsing graph from user behavior data, and then computed the stationary probability distribution on the graph to classify web spams. Benczúret al. [16] proposed a number of features for detecting web spams based on the occurrence of keywords from query logs. Webb et al. [17] detected web spam pages by incorporating an HTTP session classifier into HTTP retrieval operations.
In Sina Weibo, only a small part of non-opinioned posts adds irrelevant content as web spams do to cheat search engine.
C. OPINION SPAM DETECTION
Opinion spam detection was proposed by Jindal and Liu [18] . It focuses on fake reviews in electronic commerce websites or review systems. The previous approaches are classified into three groups: content-based, behavior-based and graphbased. Ott et al. [19] trained supervised models to detect deceptive reviews based on the linguistic features of reviews and the features borrowed from studies in psychology. Based on the user behavior, Jindal et al. [20] discovered unusual patterns in review data associated with the rating and brand distribution of reviews from a user. Wang et al. [21] considered the user-review-product network and proposed an effective algorithm to compute the scores of each node for opinion spam detection. Ye et al. [22] proposed a graph-based measure called network footprint score (NFS) to identify opinion spammer groups. NFS quantifies the statistical distortions 7264 VOLUME 5, 2017 caused by spamming activities in well-understood network characteristics. Rayana and Akoglu [23] proposed a hybrid strategy that collectively utilizes clues from the metadata and relational data collectively under a unified framework to spot suspicious users and reviews.
Opinion spam detection and opinioned post detection face the challenge of short text and insufficient ground truth. However, we believe that opinion spam focuses more on the truthfulness of opinion instead of the existence of opinion.
III. OPINIONED SIMILARITY GRAPH (OSG)
We crawl the posts from Sina Weibo and label them manually to explore the opinioned post detection problem in realworld data. More than 6,700 posts are divided into three datasets according to different topics (the details are shown in Section V).
During the manual labeling process, several posts are labeled by referring to their interactive posts in addition to the texts. For example, the post ''I agree with you! @summer608'' response of user summer608. Although the content of the post contains the sentiment agree, we will label the post as opinioned only when user summer608 refers to the predefined topic.
We observe the Sina Weibo website and the collected data and summarize three types of interactions that are beneficial in opinioned post detection as follows.
1) Reposting: a user reposts the entire content of another post with or without additional words.
2) Responding: a user publishes a post to reply or remind another user. Occasionally, this kind of interactions form a long conversation.
3) Referring: a user writes a new post by referring to the content of other posts. Posts with this kind of interactions usually have high textual similarity.
In this paper, we use neighboring posts to represent two posts that have one kind of interaction as introduced and propose opinioned similarity to describe the probability that neighboring posts are both opinioned/non-opinioned. The opinioned similarity of two posts will be 0 if one post is opinioned/non-opinioned while the other post is nonopinioned/opinioned and will be 1 if the two posts are both opinioned/non-opinioned.
For labeled data, the value of opinioned similarity can only be 0 or 1. We use positive/negative pair to represent two neighboring posts with opinioned similarity 1 (0) to present this section in a concise way. We extract all the post pairs that satisfy the three types of interactions and then determine the effect of interactions on opinioned similarity by calculating the ratio of positive pairs.
Reposting pairs and responding pairs are extracted using templates, such as @username and \\@username. Table 1 illustrates the analysis of reposting. Almost every reposting pair is a positive pair, which indicates that reposting always makes posts opinioned or non-opinioned simultaneously. In positive cases, approximately 80% of the positive pairs add opinions to agree to (or oppose) opinioned posts and the remaining 20% of posts repost non-opinioned posts to spread objective news. Table 2 shows the responding pairs. Positive pairs account for a large proportion of responding pairs. Responding posts always contain sentiment tendencies and talk about the same topic. Approximately 76% of the posts are opinioned and discuss the predefined topics. In other positive pairs, irrelevant issues are discussed by non-opinioned posts.
Referring pairs are extracted by computing the textual similarity between posts. This paper applies the vector space model to convert post texts into vectors and calculates the cosine similarity between the vectors.
The solid line in Fig. 1 plots the ratio of positive pairs in all extracted pairs versus different textual similarities. The result shows that the ratio of positive pairs rapidly increases with the increase of the textual similarity. The ratio of positive pairs is over 0.7 when the textual similarity is higher than 0.5, which indicates that the extracted post pairs have high opinioned similarities.
Not every extracted post pair with textual similarity is referring pair. The ratio of referring pair changes with different textual similarities and is plotted as the dotted line in Fig. 1 . Before textual similarity achieves 0.55, the referring ratio continuously increases because the number of extracted referring pairs is stable, whereas the number of extracted pairs decreases. Then, the dotted line declines because of the decrease of the number of extracted referring pairs. Fig. 1 inspires us to select a textual similarity threshold from the range of 0.45 to 0.8, in which we can extract more referring pairs with high opinioned similarity. A suitable threshold is selected in Section V.
The analysis indicates that the posts that interact with an opinioned post are more likely to be opinioned. In other words, the opinioned similarity of two neighboring posts is high. This conclusion indicates that estimating the opinioned similarity through quantizing user interactions is possible.
We generate an OSG that is formulated as G = (P, E) to utilize the opinioned similarity well. The node set P = {p i } n in OSG refers to all posts under a specific topic. The edge set is E ⊆ P × P × S, S = [0, 1]. Edge e(p i , p j , s) ∈ E connects the neighboring posts p i and p j with opinioned similarity s.
IV. GRAPH-BASED OPINIONED POST DETECTOR
On the basis of the foundation of OSG, this paper propose a weakly supervised framework called GOPD to detect opinioned post. GOPD formulates the opinioned post detection as providing every node p i ∈P a label from L= {0, 1}. Label 1 means opinioned and 0 means non-opinioned.
According to the analysis in Section III, OSG is an undirected graph and the labels of its nodes only depend on their neighboring labels, thereby indicates the nodes in OSG satisfy the Markov local independence. Thus, the pMRF is chosen to model the problem and a LBP-based algorithm is provided to compute the final probability of the labels.
A. PAIRWISE MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS MODEL
The pMRF is a kind of MRF that processes problem which variables interactively affect each other. The distribution of pMRF is defined on a set of individual and pairwise factors. In the pMRF constructed on OSG (as shown in Fig. 2) , the observed nodes are the posts in P. The hidden nodes are 
The joint probability of all labels can be written as a product of individual and pairwise factors:
Variable Z in Equation (1) is the normalization constant. Variable y = (l p 1 , l p 2 , ..., l p i ) denotes an assignment of labels to all nodes in P. The posts are labeled in the model to find the y that maximizes the joint probability P(y). Factors φ i (l p i ) and ψ s ij (l p i , l p j ) are the keys to infer y.
B. FACTORS IN THE pMRF MODEL 1) COMPATIBILITY POTENTIAL FUNCTION
Compatibility potential ψ s ij is a function of opinioned similarity s on the edge e(p i , p j , s) and represents the interactive influence between posts in the pMRF. Table 3 is the compatibility potential of the pMRF on OSG. Parameters s and 1 − s are considered the probabilities of the situations that the labels of neighboring posts are similar and different, respectively. Based on the user interactions, neighboring posts in OSG have a high opinioned similarity, which indicates that parameter s should be over 0.5. Therefore, s can be computed as: s = 0.5 + 0.5 × (αr 1 + βr 2 + γ r 3 ), α + β + γ = 1. Parameters r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ∈ {0, 1} describe the existence of reposting, responding and referring between neighboring posts. Parameters α, β, γ estimate the contribution of each kind of interaction to the opinioned similarity and are evaluated in Section V.
2) PRIOR POTENTIAL ESTIMATION
Two strategies can be used to initialize the prior potential. One is unbiased, such as setting all prior as φ i (0) = 0.5 and φ i (1) = 0.5, ∀p i ∈P. This strategy is very straightforward, thus it is not described in this paper. The other strategy is learning priors from the labeled data.
As a weakly supervised framework, GOPD completely utilizes the prior knowledge learned from limited labeled posts. into numeric and boolean, as listed in Table 4 and Table 5 , respectively.
Every numeric feature has a symbol letter, which is the prior knowledge extracted by analyzing the cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve of the feature. The symbol letter shows the relative range of feature values that make posts more likely to be opinioned. For example, the figure of LEN in Fig. 3 shows that more than 80% of opinioned posts and less than 40% of non-opinioned posts are within 50 characters. Therefore, the symbol letter of LEN is L, which means the lower value in a set of observed length of posts is more opinioned.
In Table 4 , the symbol B stands for both ends, which represents the posts with lower or higher feature values are more opinioned. M is used for representing medial values, L for lower values and H for higher values.
Boolean features describe several special characters, which is extracted by observing opinioned posts, whether existed or not in post content. A post with a feature value of 1 is more opinioned because the characters take effect only when they appear.
We improve a previous method in [23] for quantizing feature to prior probability. A numeric victor (x 1i , ..., x 6i ) for the six numeric features in Table 4 of node p i and a boolean victor (z 1i , z 2i , z 3i ) for the three boolean features in Table 5 of node p i are provided.
The next step is to combine them into a prior score ps i ∈[0, 1], to initialize the prior label as (ps i ,1 − ps i ). The empirical CDF curves are leveraged to compute the prior probability and unify all the numeric features into a comparable scale. For each numeric feature a, 1≤a≤6 and the observed value x ai of p i , we compute f (x ai ), as shown in Equation (2) .
where X a denotes a random variable and its probability distribution P is the cumulative distribution of feature a. VOLUME 5, 2017 For each boolean feature b, 1≤b≤3 and the observed value z bi of p i , we set f (z bi ) = z bi .
Finally we combine all the f (x ai ) and f (z bi ) of p i to compute the prior score as follows.
C. LOOPY BELIEF PROPAGATION (LBP)-BASED LABEL INFERENCE
Finding the y that maximizes the P(y) in Equation (1) is a typical inference problem. The exact inference in pMRF is known as an NP-hard problem [28] . Therefore, we design an algorithm based on the LBP [29] , which is an extensively used iterative approximate inference algorithm, to infer the labels of the posts. The pseudo code and the equations are shown in Algorithm 1. The input of GOPD are the OSG G = (P, E) of a topic, the text contents and the metadata of all posts in P, and the compatibility potentials ψ s ij of all edges in E. The first step shows the initialization of the prior for all nodes (posts) in OSG (Lines 1-5). The next step is initializing 1 to every message m j←i (l p j ). m j←i (l p j ) represents the belief of p i regarding the label l p j of its neighboring post p j (Lines 6-9). Then the algorithm iteratively corrects the value of the messages (Lines 10-15). In lines 12 and 13, A is the normalization constant computed in each loop to ensure the convergence of the iterations. The symbol p N i represents the neighborhood of p i . By the end of each loop, the algorithm normalizes the message and updates all the messages together. The iteration process will not stop until it reaches a stable condition, which means that the values of messages that change within a small threshold δ (δ = 10 −3 are used in the algorithm). The final probabilities of p i 's two labels are computed in Lines 17 and 18 as pr i (0) and pr i (1), respectively. The normalization constant B is computed to produce 1 as the sum of pr i (0) and pr i (1) . Then, we assign a label for post p i based on the pr i (1) and a threshold τ , which is usually 0.5.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduce our real-world data and evaluation metrics. Then, we conduct a comprehensive set of experiments to assess the effectiveness of our proposed GOPD approach. Finally, we study the transferable property of GOPD by comparing with a spam detection method in Sina Weibo [25] .
A. DATASETS AND METRICS
The datasets for the experiments are collected by crawling posts from Sina Weibo. We select several original posts discussing three predefined topics. Then, we crawl all the repost posts and comment posts. The original posts are selected from public media or famous users to collect more posts.
After posts collection, we create ground-truth datasets by manually labeling posts as opinioned and non-opinioned. Five human judges individually identify opinioned posts Algorithm 1 LBP-Based Label Inference Input: The OSG G = (P, E) of a topic, the text contents and the metadata of all posts in P, and the compatibility potentials ψ s ij of all edges in E. Output: Probabilities of p i 's labels pr i (0) and pr i (1) . 1: for each p i ∈ P do //initialize priors 2:
Extract features in Table 4 and Table 5 3:
Compute final prior score ps i using Eqn. (4) 4: 
14: end for 15: until the change of messages within a threshold δ 16: for each p i ∈ P do //compute final belifes 17 :
18:
19: end for under their basic knowledge and vote for the final label to prevent the deviation from a single person. These judges are graduate students. Three of them are computer science majors and the other two are sociology majors. More than 6,700 posts are labeled and divided into three datasets according to different topics for evaluating the transferable property of GOPD (shown in Table 6 ). We use four well-known metrics for evaluating GOPD. (i) Precision, (ii) recall and (iii) F1 score are employed as common metrics in classification problems. In GOPD, the result of the classification is seriously affected by different values of τ (as mentioned in last paragraph of Section IV). The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve effectively evaluates the binary classifier under varying classification thresholds and is quantified as (iv) area under curve (AUC), which is also used in this section.
B. PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF INTERACTIONS
GOPD is independently implemented on the OSGs generated by a single kind of interaction to respectively investigate the effect of the three types of interactions on opinioned post detection. According to the observation of Fig. 2 , six textual similarity thresholds from 0.45 to 0.95 are applied to extract referring. Table 7 shows the performance of GOPDs utilizing different types of interactions and inspires the conclusions from two aspects.
1) The referring extracted by the textual similarity threshold 0.55 has an outstanding performance. Therefore, 0.55 is set to be the text similarity threshold for extracting referring. VOLUME 5, 2017 2) The interactions contribute to detecting opinioned posts but perform differently among datasets. It is because the distributions of interactions in datasets are varied, which generates different OSGs.
C. PERFORMANCE OF TWO FACTORS IN GOPD 1) COMPATIBILITY POTENTIAL
This paragraph evaluates GOPD by changing value of s in compatibility potential function. As introduced in Subsection IV.B, opinioned similarities on different edges are computed with a unified equation, which is affected by α, β, γ . Therefore, we set six different victors of parameters α, β, γ to explore how s affects the performance of GOPD. The experiments are conducted on the same OSG and their results are shown in Table 8 .
No significant difference among the parameter settings exists, which signifies the opinioned similarities of s have little influence on the performance of GOPD when the structure of OSG is stable. Eventually, we select a better setting, (α, β, γ ) = (0.3, 0.3, 0.4), to calculate s.
2) PRIOR POTENTIAL
Two strategies for initializing the prior potential are introduced in Subsection IV.B. GOPD uses the one that relies on prior knowledge instead of the unbiased one. Both strategies are evaluated together with the LBP processing.
The results in Table 9 illustrate the strategy with prior knowledge that significantly enhances the performance compared with the unbiased strategy.
D. TRANSFERABLE PROPERTY
GOPD is a weakly supervised framework, which is always considered an ineffective supervised method. We employ a supervised method as the baseline of GOPD to dispel this kind of prejudice. Liu and Jia [25] used lexical, status and user features to detect spams in Sina Weibo. They formulated their work as a classification problem and proved that sequential minimal optimization (SMO) is the best classifier with their features. Most of the features that they utilized can also be extracted in our datasets. Therefore, we use their features training of a SMO classifier on one of the labeled datasets and test the classifier on the other two datasets.
In Table 10 , SMO I, II, and III represent the SMO classifier trained by dataset I, II, and III and tested by the other two datasets, respectively. The evaluations of GOPD on dataset I, II, and III extract prior knowledge from the other two datasets. The results illustrate that the performances of GOPD and SMO are roughly the same on the training dataset. However, GOPD remains unaffected while SMO is inefficient on the testing dataset. The results confirm the good performance and transferable property of GOPD.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We studied the problem of opinioned post detection, which is of significant value to opinion mining. The problem is addressed by GOPD, which is a framework developed in a weakly supervised style. GOPD takes advantage of user interactions and generates OSG to describe the opinioned similarity among posts. A few labeled posts are used to extract prior knowledge, which can be applied to handle unlabeled posts. In such a way, GOPD addresses the challenges of insufficient textual features and training data. Experiments on real-world data illustrate the effectiveness and transferable property of GOPD.
We want to further explore two issues to enhance and extend our current work. On the one hand, only the interaction between posts is used in OSGs. We plan to investigate interactions between users to enrich OSGs. On the other hand, adding sentiment analysis into the GOPD will make the framework more effective.
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